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Let p, q be non-orthogonal regular types over B, in a stable theory. We show that at most 
three parameters fkom p are needed to witness the non-orthogonal&y with q@), and classify 
completely the situations in which two or three are in fact necessary; they are all classical. 
Partial results are obtained in the case when o is replaced by a finite n c o. 
The phenomenon labelled ‘almost orthogonality’ is perhaps the most pervasive 
technical problem in superstability theory. Without it, for example, a miniial 
model over U {a} would just be the algebraic closure of M U {a}; as it is one has 
to work hard just to show existence of something like a prime model. The study 
of almost orthogonality can be local&d to semi-regular types. We address in this 
paper the case when the types are ia fact regular. 
In the literature there is only one example of almost orthogonal@ between 
It is obtained by taking away the name for the 0 element of a 
group A; one obtains a regular type p that interacts with A, but 
only after a parameter from p is specified as the new ‘0’. Harrington observed 
that one can similarly un-name the two elements 0 and 1 of a field F, obtaining a 
regular p with p(*) l.“F(“). It is possible to go one step further, adding a 
formal element 00 to F, and then ‘forgetting’ the identity of the three elements 00, 
0, and 1; this gives an example of p O) Ia F@-‘! V”Je show here that no other 
examples exist. 
The 6rst step is to show that almost-orthogonality between p and q(“) (p, q 
semi-regular) is always due to the action of a definable group. This part of the 
was given in [7]; it turned out to be quite general, and can be stated without 
entioning even semi-regular types. 
main result, classifying p 1” q@) when p, q are 
to be semi-regular without changing the result o 
case p la@‘) that is encountere 
erkeley 1986, under Leo Harrington). 
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it seems interesting tO study more generally the possible situations p Ia q. In the 
ere is always an as etry; either p l.a(a(cu) or q lap@); so 
n Section 2 we prove something in 
-otihogond stro 
q, but neither p lag@) nor q lap@‘). 
regulw types based on 
r is isolated. 
asymmetric situation, la9 o by a~ 
akes it impossible to and in fact one 
arder to find the group (it is not just a matter of extracting the 
y used in the proof). 
added in revision (1988) 
of strong regularity in Theorem 3 was justified post facto in 
it was shown that in a ‘classifiable’ theory (superstable with NDOP and 
every regular type is either strongly regular or locally modular. As 
symmetric almost-orthogonal@ is impossible for locally modular types, the word 
‘strongly’ can be deleted in the theorem if T is classifiable. 
(2) An example of symmetric non-orthogonal&y has been found (to appear). 
(3) Theorem 2 implies, for example, that if p, q are regular types with p@) ,l”q 
then p” ,faq’3”. Write this as (5,l) 3 (4,3). Originally this seemed t0 be only an 
approximation to the true im&cation (5,l) * (4,l). A recent construction 
technique for regular types make it plausible that on the contrary, all true 
relations of this type follow alreadp from Theorem 2. It would be interesting to 
investigate this. 
classified the simple groups of rley rank s3 possessing 
2. This was later generalized in [5] and [3], to a classification 
of p-weight ~3 possessing subgroups of p-weight 
t turns out that Theorem 1 can be regarded as a classifkation of the 
n with subgroups H of weight n - 1, such that 
G below H. Thus the existing proofs are 
d in Section 2. 
rial from [S] concerning p-weight is 
arized in [7, Section 51. Since we always work near a 
e assume only stability. 
will work in a highly 
of imaginaries (,C’q). 
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regular types p “CJ p and q as #“) with the following structure: 
If q is the generic type of an a-defkable abelian group A. Thrre exists a 
definable action of A on the locus of p, isomorphic to the regular action. p has no 
structure other than that induced on it by this action from q. 
then q is the generic type of an a-definable algebraically closed 
tye ktrucmre of an afine or projective line over F (depending on 
n = 3); and it has no structure above what is thus induced from F. 
r, any n distinct realization of p are independent. 
p may be obtained from j5 simply by factoring out an acl(@-definable 
equivalence relation. The group or field mentioned are m-definable over acl(@). If 
T is superstable, then if n = 1 the group is the connected component of a 
definable group, and if n 2 2 the field is definable, and q is strongly regular. 
Conversely, whenever one has a definable field structure in a stable theory, 
with generic type p, f e field may be used to hide all the structure on p (not only 
the algebraic part of it), in such a way that two or three parameters are necessary 
to recover the st ture. This will be considered in greater detail in Section 2 (see 
Proposition 5). ence one cannot give an upper bound on the additional 
structure of p. 
The hypothesis that 4 is regular may be replaced by: 4 is the type of an element 
a E Q, Q an automorphism-invariant, p-closed subset of Q= (i.e. if stp(b/Q) is 
hereditarily orthogonal to p then 6 E Q). In this case q may be chosen to be the 
type of an element of Q. For this version read the proof from line 3 on. 
Let p, 4 be regular types based on . Let n be an integer such that 
+‘I “J 4. Then there exist regular types p “0 p and q “0 4 such 
that the same conclusions hold as in Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem I 
A de&able automorphism group 
Tkis part of the proof was included in [7]. Let 9 = (6 E C: for some 
b . , b&q, stp(blb,, . . . 9 6,) is hereditarily orthogonal to p}, Q = 
{&&fl): b E 9). Since p, (? are non-orthogonal, jj is not foreign to Q. 
decomposition lemma of [6], if ii kp then there exists a E dcl(ii) with s 
Q-internal aAi non-algebraic. So a = f (6) for some O-definable function f; 
a may be identified with G/E where E is the kernel of f. Let 
and let I& be the integer from the statement of the theorem. Let 9@) 
realizations of p(“) (not the cartes 
ith any independeut set of realiz 
tion of 9, no realization of p(” 
any two elements of fin) are 
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t G be the group of all such automo 
nsidered as an -definable 
. G is p-semi-tegukat, of weight n. 
fact hat G is transitive on P(n) implies immediately that the 
n. We will slho~ that every strong type 
eight at most n, ality holds for exactly one strong type. 
y [7, Theorem 3(c)], there exist elements @), . . . , UN 
that if oEG fixes &))...,@N then o=l. kt 
By the regularity criterion in [7], stp(a’/C) Q p” for 
{a}) and @(e/C) is hereditarily orthogonal top then 
butiz&$(C, soeeac ))S incea,*- a, r~ 9, m 2 it. On the other hand 
n was chosen maximal, and s implies the other inequality. So stp(ii/C) QpV 
Let UEG realize any type over C, with a& {d} 1 C. Let bi= 0~ Then 
stp(&/C) = stp(a’/C) (as G fixes acl(C)). By the choice of al, . . . , aN? o is the 
unique member of G satisfying & = 6; so ‘(J E dcl(a’, b). Thus w&r/C) = 
(o;C u {ii}) s WP(6/C u {a-}) 6 n. Suppose equality holds; then also w,(&C U 
1 1) ir’ = n = wP(6/C). By Property 2 of local weight in [7], a’& d 1 C? so iib t= 
stp(ii/c)2 1 C. Shce o E dcl(&) in a fixed way, this leaves only one possibility for 
stp(&). cl 
shatp transitivity 
A group action o a set X is called sharply transitive if for any two elements 
x, x’ of X there existz a unique group element taking x to x’. If A is an abelian 
group of permutations of X and A acts transitively on X, then A acts sharply 
transitively: if (TX = x’ and a’x = x’, then a@) = za = W’X = a’(m) for each z, 
sooy=cr’yforeachyEX, sot-r= 0’. This is the basis of the following proof. 
. G acts sharply Pamitively on 9F 
(‘? Let GA be the set of elements of G that 
set of elements of 9 free from A. Then GA acts 
) 3 1; and it is easy to see that in fact wP(GA) = 1. 
ble subgroups N of GA such that p is 
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ow consider cr as a memb f G. Clearly 04 a for each a EA. AJso 
y additivity, wP( e have found one member of 6, of 
n, that does not have n pendent fixed points. ut the only type in G 
of p-weight n is the generic type; so no element in G of p-weight n fixes n 
independent points. 
Now let a be an arb member of G and 
sequence al, . . . . a n. the above w,(a) <n 
for some i. So cr fixes an element generic to ii, and it follows that 0 = 1. In other 
words, a is sharply transitive on !J@‘). Cl 
The opposite group 
Whenever a group G acts on a set S, one can consider G* = {permutations of S 
commuting with each member of 6). If G acts sharply transitively on S, then so 
does G*, and G* is anti-isomorphic (hence isomorphic) to G. The anti- 
isomorphism depends on the choice of an element a of S: once a is chosen, define 
hcl: G+ 6’ by: O* = h,(u) iff 0% = cT&I. G* and its action on S are definable in 
the model (G, S); e.g. take G* = s X S/(G-conjugacy). The anti-isomorphisms 
between them are also definable, but if G is non-abelian, then parameters are 
required. (If G is abelian then all the h/s coincide.) 
Note generally that if z is an automorphism of (G, S), where G is a set of 
definable functions S-, S, and g E G, then r(g) = z, 0 g 0 ril. Here g is con- 
sidered as an element of the model on the left and as a permutation of S on the 
right; and zs is the restriction of r to S. The equation is obtained by applying r to 
g(x) = y and varying x. 
Now consider the case of the group G acting on $P(“). Being isomorphic to 
6, G* is p-semi-regular, of weight n. If n = 1, then G = G *. But if n 3 2, then G 
and G* are different as m-definable groups: G clearly cannot be c9 (it acts on p 
and pt2j “1 S?), but G* is Q-internal. The proof of this statement is simply ‘Galois 
theory’. G* is defined to be the set of maps that commute with each element of 
G = Aut(@“)/?J)). So if r E Aut(C/9) and g E G*, then r(g) = r~n)ogoz~!& =g. 
Every automorphism of @ that fixes 9 fixes G* pointwise. By the stability and 
saturation of C it follows that every element O* of G* is in dcl(9), hence in 9. 
(We used here the standard Galois correspondence b tween closed subgroups 
of Aut(C/X) and definably closed subsets of C containing X, but our X was not a 
‘small’ set. This is admissible because of stability; it allows @ to be chosen 
homogeneous not only over small sets X0, but also over any set X containing X0 
and invarisnt under Aut(C/&).) 
Let A = {CT* E 6”: for generic ii E @“), if a’= (al,. . . , a,,) and CT* l a’= 
@ 1 l l l b,) the0 ai = bi for i = 1, . . . , n - 1). A is a O-defin 
Since G* c 9, any eielr Tent of G* is automatically free from 
A = {a* E G*: for all a’ E Ptn), ((J* l a)i =ai for i<n}. 
e subgroup G*,,. . ,a,,_, of 
aO, . . . , a,-1. is shows that A is a connected abelian group 
neither O-definable nor 
acts sharply 
I={a~Gx?=l}, 
bp, let G, = {o E G: o(a) 
the requirements. A be the multiplicative 
transitively on independent pairs of p. Let 
= {e E G: for generic u E I, to E I}. . 
=a}. 
defmition of N is just&d by the following claim. 
(a) G I. l%ere e&&s a unique strong type of involutions with 
ere are two cases. If ~Mc# a for generic a, then w,(a) = 0: 
pick bi, & such that a, bl, b2 are independent; then w,(a) = w,(u/&, b2) = 
w,(u&, &/bl, &) = 0. If (~1 rt a for generic a, pick such an Q. So a(aa) = a. By 
sharp trausitivity on independent pairs, a: is the unique member of G that 
a aud OGL stp(a) is determined by this, giving the uniqueness. 
(o/a) - stp(44 II p, (where - denotes the fact that a, CRZ are each 
definable from the other over CL, and 11 denotes parallelism); so p is regular. 
. N is a connected normal subgroup of G, with a regular generic type Op. 
s nontrivial. Let a, u’ be independent elements 
show tit that t has no tied points. Suppose 
. Since O, or are independent, one of them, say 
tinguish two cases. If a & b then cr/ = o’ = the unique automorphisn 
transposing 4 and 6, a contradiction. If 04 b, then a;a $ a for 4 r~ a, hence as was 
in the previous claim o again a contradiction. Hence 
generic elements were 
point. Thus t is not a gen nt of G; so ‘W,(Z) s 1. 
N (the -product of t 
has p-weight I, any 
o show that there is 
. Let tdv, w,(z)3 
3 1. . Claim 1 implies 
nique strong type of 
z = (TO) l g is determined by this. Cl 
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y the proof of Claim 1, generic elements of N have no fixed points. So if 
u E @, n N then w&r/ utthenahbfora b E 9, so the fact that oa = a 
implies ub = b for all b, i.e. 0 = 1. The rest is immediate. Cl 
By [ll], N and G, are commutative. It is already easy to get a *-definable field 
by factoring out the center of 6, but we want to do better. The following claim 
refers to the action of C, on N by conjugation; Z(G) is the center of G. 
. The action of 6, on N has a unique orbit outside Z(G) n Pd. 
Let x EN- Z(G), and write 2 for z-‘xz (ZE G,). We need to see that 
wP(‘x/x, a) = 1 for generic z E G,. Suppose not. Then “x LIJ z 1 {x, a}, i.e. ‘x does 
not depend on r. So clearly % =x for generic z E Ga. rice the centralizer of x 
contains G,, so x is central, contradiction. Thus any non-central element of N is 
G&onjugate to any element of N generic to it, so any two non-central elements 
are conjugate. Cl 
5. Z(G) is trivial. 
Let 0 E Z(G). Pick a kp, a & a, and let b = ua. If a and b are independ- 
ent, let t transpose them. Then ab = ora = ma = zb = a, so a, z agree on a, b so 
u = z is a generic involution. It follows that all involutions are central, and in 
particular form an abelian group, contradicting what we know about the action of 
the involutions and the action of abelian groups. So a4 ua for generic a. nus as 
above w,(u) = 0, i.e. stp(u/@ I p. In particular, if u has a fixed point then a fixes 
every point, so u = 1. Cl 
Now fix a and write u= ulu2, with u1 E G,, a2 E N. For t E G,, 01u22 = 
mu2 = UlTU2, so u2r = zu2 and a2 E Z(G). IIence also u1 E Z(G). But u1 fixes a 
point, so u1=1. Thus u-u&v. 
For generic x EN and r E 6,, w,(‘x/x, a) = 1, so w,((‘x) -x/x, a) = 1. In 
particular (2) l x is not central. By Claim 5 there exists u E G, with “x = ‘x l x. 
Fix a, t, a. For any p E G,, we have: ‘TX = @“x = TX% = ‘pxpx, i.e. 
0 * “y = (3) l y where y = Px. 
uf as p runs through 6,, y runs through all the generics of N. Since 
(YEN:“y=‘;* l y} is a subgroup, it must be A? Thus “y = ‘y l y for all y E N. 
is gives y =y2, i.e. y = 1. 
acts sharply transitively on 9. ( 
0 If nE anti a kp, then n IL a. 
1 E. Hndovski 
su otherwise. Since each t E G, extends to an automorphism of C, 
action on G must be conjugation by r, ‘n 4 Q for each r E G*. 
becentral,sobyClakMn = 1, but then M LIJ Q anyway. 0 
points there exists n is IV s.t. nal = a2, 
whence stp(n/#) Ip. By the definitions of 
, i.e. n is central. By Claim 5 n = 1, i.e. 
ere are no further problems in finding the field structure on the subgroup A 
of the opposite group (plus a formal element OA), and the afline structure on 9. 
By the last two claims, the maps X-X l 0 and 
9 and of Go with 9 - {0}, respectively. One 
tely that they induce the additrire and multiplicative groups 
on 9, whose 0 and 1 are what the notation 
m associated with the element (0,l) takes Go 
induces a lield structure on A U {OA}. This field 
ot depend on the choice of the elements 0 and 1 in 9, since 
passtothecasesrD2. 
. Any n distinct elements of 9 are independent. 
This follows by an easy induction from the case n = 2. IZI 
chm distict 421,. . . , a,, E 5? Let pi be the subgroup of G fixing 
a,,_* ‘Ihe action of H on 9 - {aI, . . . , Q~-~} is exactly what was studied in 
that the action is isomorphic to that of the 
of the afhne line over a field. In particular, if two points 
, one has a definable field structure on 
and 1 = a,,. Call this field &. Let C be the 
al, . . . , a,_2. y sharp transitivity, any 
an element 6 of G that fixes _-1 and a,,. This gives an 
ach 6 in the range leaves If invariant, and fixes a,, and 
pect the field structure of & (Once and 
structure was defined using a,+ and CL, alone.) 
up in the automorphiim group of an 
ssibilities are Z = 1, or 1X1= 2 and the 
ty is out, so IC( = (n = 2)! = 1, and 
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Thecasen=3 
will use the following idea of Cherlin and erline’s. Let A be a regular 
group, written additively. Then every definable sub up of A is either equal to A 
or hasp-weight 0 (p being the generic type of A). By the proof of Schur’s lemma, 
every definable endomorphism of A is surjective or 0. It follows that the ring of 
definable endomorphisms of A has no O-divisors. (Actually, it embeds into a 
division ring.) particular, the factorization x2 - 1 = (x - 1)(x + 1) shows that 
the only endomorphisms of A of order 2 are the identity and at+ -a. 
To apply this to the present case, fk 3 points of P and call them 0, 1, and 00. By 
the case n = 2, there is a definable field structure F = FO,l,a, on p” - {a~}. The group 
GOD corresponds to the group G there, and Gm,O corresponds to the group of 
elements fixing a point. The multiplicative structure on 9 - (a, 0) is induced from 
the group structure on Gm,* by the bijection g Hg l 1. So the automorphism u E G 
satisfying a(0) = 00, a@) = 0, a(1) = 1 respects this structure. Since a2 fixes 3 
points, 2 = 1. Thus by the previous paragraph a(x) =x-l for x E F0,1,a - (0, =}. 
We now have two definable 3-transitive groups acting on 9: G, and the group 
of all Miibius transformations associated with FO,l,clo. We want to show that they 
are equal. Note that a 3-transitive subgroup of a sharply 3-transitive group can 
only be the entire group. Therefore we will be done as soon as we show that each 
M6bius transformation is a member of G. It is well known that the group of 
Miibius transformations i generated by the linear transformations z + az + b 
together with the map z- l/z. The former kind are in GaLI c G by the case n = 2, 
and the latter was exhibited explicitly a moment ago. 
This finishes the proof except for the statement concerning definability. In [7] it 
was shown that any -definable group is the intersection of definable groups. The 
proof extends immediately to the case of an m-definable field; it is the intersection 
of a chain of definable subfields of some definable field FO. (Alternatively, apply 
the result about a-definable groups to the group PSL(2, F).) In a superstable 
theory, one has a descending chain condition on definable subfields. This gives 
the desired definability and finishes the proof. 0 
It seems worthwhile to point out the following alternate proof of Lemma 4. It is 
interesting that in either version, the fact that q4 I”#“) implies q I p for regular 
p, q ultimately rests on the non-existence of certain representations of finite 
groups. 
. distinct al, . . . , a, E 5? Le 
ng al,. . . , a,+. = 1, M is regular. 
symmetric group on (al, . . . , a,-1 }. Each Q E C extends uniquely to an element 
6 of G that fixes a,. This gives an embedding of C in 6, and hence an action of C 
on H by conjugation; it is easy to see that this action is faithful. So C e 
the group of automorphisms of a reg 
multip~~ative gro of a division ring. 
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elements x satisfying ;x2 = 1, namely x = 1 and x = -1. So C has at most one 
involution. e only symmetric groups satisfying this constraint are S(1) and 
S(2). Son-162, or ns3. a 
ere are two natural directions of generalization of Theorem 1. The first is the 
complete classitkation of the possible sets of integers of the form 
{(HZ, n) :JP(~‘“I q(“‘) where p, q are regular types, and the situations in which 
set occurs. (The theorem gives us full information. about m if we 
all conffoj[ of n, and vice versa. The second version gives somewhat 
information, but for example it is not known whether there are 
many possibilities for the sets of integers described above.) The second 
direction is to continue to consider q@) on the right, but to abandon the 
that p is regular. (It may as well be semi-regular; and it makes no 
difference if one assumes that q is regular or not.) We have very little information 
r dkection at present. 
second direction turned out to be equivalent to the study of simple 
This is obvious with the current presentation of the proof of 
we restate the theorem in terms of superstable groups. 
Conversely, it is possible to state the problem of existence of ‘bad groups’ in 
terms of ahnost orthogonal&y; we will not do it explicitly. 
supers&able group (hence p-semi-reguk of weight n 
c: subgroup of G of weight n - 1, &en n = 3, 
algebraically closed jiekd F, and the action of G on G/H 
is isontorphic to the action of PGL(2, F) on the projective line. 
is only equivalent to Theorem 1 modulo Theorem 3 of [7], 
Theorem 1. Superstability can be replaced 
s of G are noE-orthogonal to some regular 
II results of Cherlin and 
roof. It can be prove 
be deduced from its statement using 
the proposition and eorem 1 that 
t IZ acting transitively on a weight-l set must act 
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Let be stable, ’ a mild reduct of F X G d4 algebraically closed, 
s over X, and let p’, q’ b reducts of p, q to the language of M’. 
regukz (in M) tip’ is (in ; and then q is p-simple (semi-regular) iff 
q’ is p’-simple (semi-regular), and w,(q) = w,,#(q’). This will be used in the first 
. Let G be a group of permutations of a set X, and 
extra structure) is stable. Then there exists a mild reduct 
(i) Every Q E G (considered as a permutation ofX) extends to an automorphism 
of M’. 
(ii) There existi a @d@nable set 0 in ‘q such that G=(a(X:a an 
M’-automorphism fixing 0 pointwise). ((ii) actually follows from (i).) 
Let G act on = G U X naturally: on X it has the given action, and on 
itself it acts by conjugation. Let M’ be the model with the same universe as M, 
and whose relations are the G-invariant O-definable relations of M. Then (i) is 
clear, and we must show that (ii) holds, and that M’ is a mild reduct of M. 
Let G act faithfully on X, with (G, X) stable. For a E X, let 6, = 
:ga = a). Then there exist al, . . . , a,, E X such that G,, (I l l l n Gan = (1). 
By Baldwin-&xl, there are al, . . . , a, E X such that for all Q E X, 
G,, fl l =~nG,,,=G,,n=o=nG~~nC,. So G*,n=o=nG=~En(G,:aEX}= 
(I). Cl (Claim) 
Let 0 be the set of orbits of G on Xn+? For each element 0 E G, the unique 
automorphism (I: of M’e4 agreeing with o on X is the identity on 0. Thus G may 
be considered as a set of O-automorphisms of X. It remains to show that there 
are no others. If z is an automorphism fixing 0 pointwise, then in particular z 
&es (aI, a1, . . . , a,,)/G, i.e. (za,, . . . , an) is G-conjugate to (a,, . . . , a,,). SO 
there exists 0 E G that agrees with t on (a,), al, . . . , rr,. 
Let p=a-‘0 t, and let b E X. o and z both fix (b, al, . . . , u,J/G, hence 
so does p. So there exists p’ E G with p’(b, al, . . . , a,,) = p(b, al, . . . , a,). In 
particular p’ai = ai for i = 1, . . . , t2, SO fl' = 1, and so pb = p’b = b. As b was 
arbitrary, p = 1. Cl (Claim) 
This shows (ii). Now let be a definable relation in r notational 
is a definable subset of X. Let a’ = (al, . . . , a,), and let 
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ias 4-f (65, y):y e } is definable wi 
e map f is eviden so de%nable in us is also definable 
,letG,Hbeasinthe thesis of Theorem 
is definable (rather than =detiab t X=GIH. G 
= (G, X, action, possible extra 
anteed by the proposition, and 
able set. Let p be the unique type 
of X (G is connected). fi is regular and 
any type of elements of 0, but mot be orthogonal to 
otherwise G would be too large to be d&nablc. By 
regular p pap and q satisfjkg one of the three 
there; q can be chosen to be the type of an element in 09. 
= Aut(p/O); as G is simple, the’ map is an 
rem 1 determines the possible isomorphism type of 6. In 
not simple, contradicting the present assumption. 
Theorem 1 takes care of ahnost orthogonal&y between p and q@) where p, q 
are regular. All presently known instances of almost orthogonality between 
re ar types satsi@ the hypothesis of Theorem 2 (in the sense that if there is any 
almost-orthogonality, then either p I”q(“) or q Lap@) or both-in the last case, 
of course, the theorem gives the most information). The known examples of 
gonality between semi-regular types are similar; Cherlin 
an appropriate generalization of Theorem 1. 
to say something about the ‘s etric’ case, when p ,L”q(“) and 
will first show that if p, strongly regular and in this 
nship to each other, thzln each is “0 to a ‘strictly regular’ type. (This 
are independent.) Call a strong type p 
Let p be strongly regular, and r I3 p(“). If r “L ptn+‘) but r “1 p(“?, 
p’“’ k &&ted. If r is also isohzted, then ptn+‘) is tiolpted. 
(II l l l a,+1 bP (n+l), cfv, a1 l l l an+14 C. Let O(X, l l l xn+ly) be the 
a; so bl= l -6, d whenever k8(bl l l l b,+ld) a 
trongly regular 
b,+l be such that Fv(bn+l) 
It follows that 6, l l l 
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by transitivity bi l l l b,+I & d, a contradiction. us bI l - l b,+I bp’“+“. In 
garticular, bI l l l b,, Ep? So 176 isolates p (‘? If r is also isolated, say by p, then 
p@+l) is isolated by 
J& l l l x,) & ?/&+I) & (3Y)(P(Y) & @(xl ' l l x,+lY))- 0 
If p, q are strongly regular, p (*I q l”q(*) but p 1”q then p(*) 1 acl 
hated. Hence p a 0 @ for s&e strictly regular jI (obtained by 
ble equivalence relation of forking). 
The following strengthening cf the corollary can be used to discourage attempts 
to interpret an example of p (*I q l”q(*), p “1 q over a field. The strong regularity _ 
assumption may also be motivated by Theorem 1; t e type q there is strongly 
regular if T is super-stable and n 9 2, and one is interested in the relation betiueen 
qandq. 
3. Let p, q, r be non-orthogonal strongly regular types based on 0. 
Assumepl”q, ps”q w and q sap@‘). Then r is isolated. 
Let n be the largest integer such that p “I q@+? Let B bq(? Then 
p I”q 1 B, p ea q@) 1 B and q gap@) 1 B; and if r I B is isolated then certainly r is 
isolated. So we may work over B, i.e. we may assume p saq(*). Similarly, we 
may assume q eap(*j. By Proposition 6, p(*) and q(*) are isolated. So 9 = the 
extension of p and 9 = the extension of q are definable sets. Moreover, 4 
between two elements is a definable quivalence relation on both 9 and 9, so by 
factoring it out we may assume it is the identity. It follows, in particular, that 
each x E 9 is definable from some number of elements of 9, and vice versa. (If 
tp(xJd) = tp(xJ9), then ~14 ~2, so ~1 =x2.) Hence Aut(9) and Aut(9) may be 
canonically identified as a single group G. Let 9 = {a: there exist dI , . . . , d,, F r 
such that stp(a/dI l l l d,) is hereditarily orthogonal to p}, G = {o E G : oa = a for 
a E $R}. As in Theorem 1, G is an =-definable, p-semi-regular group, acting 
faithfully on each of 9 and 9. 
Case 0: w(G) = 0, i.e. G = 1. Then 9%~ 9 an 9~ %, so pas@ and 
q ae r@) for some n, m. Since p “I q, p “I r or q “I r. ence, by Proposition 6, r is 
isolated. 
Case 1: w(G) = 1. Then G is %internal, and it acts sharply transitively on 
each of 9’ and 9. Let a,, a2Fp(*). So a1 = ou2 for some q E G. ala2~ b for some 
~9. So a,bJlu. Thus p(8q-L r a w for some n. An argument similar to 
roposition 6 will shc$w that for the least such n, r(“) is isolated. ( 
p ,Zaq @ r@) but p J”q @ r @-l); this is the same as in roposition 6 with r =p 
and p = both q and r.) 
Cases 2 and 3: w(G) = 2 or 3. 
ective line over some definabl 
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a} for some a E 9. ( 
w(S) S 2, the proof of 
consisting of elements 
) there are no such elements. In the other 
), so S is normal.) 
for every 6 &9 there exists a unique a E that 6, = Gb. This 
the fact that p “1 Q. 
rem 1, there are no other cases. I3 
here is a proof of Theorem 2. It rules out phenomena such as 
iA p, (j be regular iypes based on 
tn*l)aJL @ Then there exist regukw 
of Theorem 1 hold. 
Let n be an integer such that 
typespaQj5andq”aq such 
Our task is to find a group acting transitively on ptm) (for the right p); the 
fact that it is definable can then be proved as before, and then one can appeal to 
n 5 and apply Theorem 1 in the mild reduct. Let a’= a00 l -a,$ 
a, c&./i b. Let B = Cb(b/ii). 
I claim that stp(B is regular and “Qq. For let {b,, b,, b2,. . .} be an 
independent set a’ of elements realizing tp(b/acl(a’)). Then B c 
dcN{bo, b, . . .}). Suppose bj&bo for some MO. ‘Phen n+l=w,(ii)+2-O= 
,_lbobl) = n + 2. (The last inequality follows by the as- 
contradiction shows that w,(bJb,) = 0 for each i, so 
-1 IL bo (a~ p’“‘“I q) and stp(ao l l l an-l/ho) 0 p’“‘, 
soao-~-an_l by transitivity ao, . . . , a,_ t & B. So tp(B/acl(B)) is 
, a,,,)). The latter is regular, however, because 
}) and stp(a,,l{ao, - . - 9 a,-r})=B I {ao, . l l 9 a,,+} 
is regular. It is “Qq because B$ 6. Choose 
be the (finite) set of conjugates of b’ over 
(i.e. 6” = (ab’ : CJ E Aut(Q=) and 0 leaves {a,, . . . , an} invariant}). 
is also regular and a Q 4, so we may replace 4 by it. Since 
p a,)}), b” =f (ao, . . l p an) for some symmetric O-definable 
efine an equivalence relatio E on the set of realizations of p by: 
xEy = (d,u,)(d& l l 
in other words aEb iff the functions f (a, ii) and f(b, fi) have same $“)-germ. 
a0,..=,a,~p ++*) and a& . . . , Q&$~+‘) and aiEai for each i, then 
f@)=f(Z). 
i 
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cl((ao, . . . , a,,, bO, . . . , b,,})), so we can er specify that the af’s be 
dent over {ao, . . . , a,, bO, . . t follows by induction that for each 
i, {a;: j < i} U {(ai, a;)} U {aj: j > i} is an independent set, and SO is {a;: j <i} U 
{(a:, a;)} U {a; : j > i}. Thus 
f( 001 . . . ,a,,)=f(a&al,. . . ,am)==*.=f(ai,. . . ,a:) 
= f( ab . . . , ai+, ai) = l l l = f (ii). Cl (Claim) 
In particular, if Skj5 1 (b then a/E $ acl(0). Let p = stp((ii/E)/lb). If ao, . . . , 
am kp@+‘), let f (ao, . . . , a,) denote the common value of f (iio, . . . , 8,) 
where iio, . . . , 48 w, and ai = &/E. Let E*(ao, . . . , a,,) = (c E 
acl(ao, . . . , a,): w,(clf (a0, . . . 9 a,)) = 0). It is easy to find symmetric functions 
J (i E 4) such that E*(a,, . . . , an) = acl({fi(ao, . . . , a,,)): i e IO). Let 
F(xo ,-,x,)=(f;:(xo, . . . , x,): i E Q, and let q* = stp(F(ao, . . . , a,)/@. By the 
same argument as before, q* is regular and “aa. By the regularity criterion, 
stp(ao. l . aJP(ao l l l a,)) up? 
Let ao, . . . , a, kp@) and let b&p 1 {ao, . . . , a,> for v = 1,2. Let is”.‘) be 
the n; l_ruple whose jth entry is ai if i #j, and whose ith entry is b,. If 
F(is@ ‘1) = F(a-“* 2)) for i = 0, . . . , n then bI = b2. 
By the definition of identity for realizations of p, this amounts to showing 
1,b2} & {ao, . . . , an-l}. Let A = {ao, . . . , an} and let Ai =A - {ai}. We 
clearly have: b14 b2 1 Ai for each i. Thus wP(blb2/Ai) = l= w,,(blb2/A). Since 
H&A/A,) is regular, it follows by Property 2 of local weight in [7], that 
blb2 \L A 1 Ai. Thus Cb(blb2/A) c acl(Ai) for each i. Since A is an independent 
set, it follows that Cb(blb2/A) c acl(n Ai) = acl(0). Thus in fact {b,, b,} 4 
1 a0,.- anI- 0 
Let G = (0: 0 is a permutation of pc and F(ao, . . . , a,,) = F(uao, . . . , aa,) for 
all afJ?...,&kp @+‘I}. We have to show that G acts transitively on the 
realizations of Ia (n? The idea is implicit in the above claim; we will use uniqueness 
to prove existence, and show that in fact for any (aO, . . . , a,,) bp@+‘), G is 
transitive on the extension of t&a0 l l l a,/acl(F(a,, . . . , a,))). Quantitatively, we 
need the following. 
Let ao, . . . , an+2bp(n+3), and let C= {F(Z): a” is an n -I- 1-tuple of 
elements from among {ao, . . . , an+2)). Then w,(C) = 3. 
[X]j = thk 
If Z=(ei:iEI) and SC then & = (e,:im). n=- (0,. . . ,n-1). 
set of j-element subsets of X. 
. . , n + 2}@+? For s E S, let c, = F(&). For i = 
t U {q, a~~} and t U ( gl, cy3} are both in 
en C = {k{Iy,.(uz 
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St, Sk- p’“‘“l a(3), C Ill {Ui :i CS t U { Cul}}. t follows that wO({aI: i E t U 
{el, ig2, Q}}) 3 n + 3, a ContradicGon. only subset of S 
&9ve is S itself. 
W,(C) = 3. 0 (claim) 
stp(ti/{cs :s E [rz + 31”+9. 
y the claim, w,(C) = 3. By 
, . . . , a,_I) & C 1 {c}. So 
stp(aO l l l a&) [7 p@), it 
Uo=**Un&CIC. Similarly 
there exists an automo m t of Q= over acl(C) such that 
and fix a type r over acl(c) such that r = @(a/c) for some 
= c. Given a’ and 6 realizing r, define an invertible p-germ 06 
p+p: let x wy if x r~ a’ and y & d and F(x, &) = F(y, &) for 
n} of cardinal&y II. Such a y exists by the corollary, and is unique 
g a((~, : i e I)) = (a(q) : i E I), it remains to prove: 
c’ IL a- and a&C’) = & then ad = 0~6 gmerically, and az;i(a-) = 6. 
bt 42, +l+i= Ci, b,++l+i - di = O&(U,,+,+i). ht e(k)= (ak, . . . , &+n), 
. . . , bk+,,). So 8” = if, c@+‘) = e, d”’ = iP+l)= d. It suffices to 
prove that ~~MJW = CQ~+Y)JW+I) (generically) for each k. y induction, what must be 
sh is that given ao, . . . ) a,+1 and bo, . . . , bn+I such that F(ii,) = F(&) for 
every sE[n+lr, letting sl={O ,..., n} and s2={0 ,..., n-l,n+l}, 
%(sl)&) = o&&a’(Q) g enerically. Opening up the definition of a, this means that for 
neric an+2kp there exis& b n+2 bp such that for all s E [n + 3]“, F(ii,) = F(&). 
was proved in the corollary. 
there is no problem seeing that a~ extends to an element of G that takes 
Cl (Theorem 2) 
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